REPEATABILITY AND REPRODUCTION ACCURACY IN ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY FOR COLOR DIFFERENCE EVALUATIONS
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Abstract: In this paper, we have investigated the applicability of electrophotography, in terms of repeatability and reproduction accuracy, for color difference evaluations. When performing color difference evaluations with printed samples, the printing technique used may more or less influence the color reproduction. In order to evaluate the influence of reproduction accuracy and short term repeatability in electrophotography on color difference evaluation, we chose to examine the color reproduction of five initial color centers which were varied in their lightness. For color difference calculation we used CIE2000 color difference formula. It was shown that the expected color differences were not obtained in all cases and for all colors used whereas the variability is not only influenced by the color center but also by the level and direction of lightness variation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of color can be performed through instrumental, objective assessment of color stimuli, or visual, subjective one based on human color perception (Brainard, 2003; Gulrajani, 2010; Fairchild, 2013). The objective color analysis usually encompasses the examination of the color differences between various colored stimuli using appropriate color difference equations such as CIELAB (CIE76), CIELUV, CMC, BFD, CIE94, CIE00 (Xin et al, 2001; Xu, Yaguchi et al, 2002; Hong et al, 2006; Ho et al, 2004; Laborie et al, 2010). In the graphic industry, color difference is usually calculated using CIE76, CIE00 or CMC formula. Each of them performs best under a specific, more or less unique set of reference conditions whereas different results might, in some color regions, be quite significant (Xin et al, 2001). CIE94 (ΔE94) and CIE00 (ΔE00) are two, so called advanced formulae, are tended to adjust the numerical expression of difference to the way human observers perceive differences depending on the location of the color in color space and its intensity introducing the weighting factors into basic equation (ΔEab). These equations are highly recommended for use with color-differences in the range of 0.0 to 5.0 ΔE units for prints and textile (Ho et al, 2004; SpectraCal, 2018). The previous research has proven that CIE00 have a strong agreement with human perception in regards to lightness, chroma and hue of the tested colors (Mangine et al, 2005; Pant et al, 2010; Ortiz-Jaramillo et al, 2016; Pant et al, 2012; SpectraCal, 2018).

Color difference calculations are usually performed between target color stimuli and corresponding reproduced match. The pass/fail decision is generally made on the basis of the established color difference threshold which will differ in ΔE value depending upon the area of application and color difference formulae used: a difference of 5ΔE may be acceptable in some applications, whereas for other, differences over 1 ΔE may be unacceptable (Dedijer et al, 2017).

In the graphic arts and printing industry, for most demanding works, the maximum acceptable ΔE color difference is 1.5 ΔE. According to ISO standard for offset printing, tolerances are even more stretched (ISO 12647-2:2013): up to 5 ΔEab for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black or 3.5 ΔE00 (perceptual assessments) for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and 5.0 for Black.

In digital printing, according to IDEAlliance Digital Press Certification Program, it is suggested that in color difference evaluation CIE00 equation should be used whereas color difference of 5 ΔEab should not be exceeded through all the patches of the Digital Press Control Strip 2011. Tolerances for the short term and long term repeatability for the primary and secondary colors should not exceed color difference value of 3 (idealliance, 2018).

In color differences evaluation, where a series of color tests are to be compared with a color reference, influence of printing technology should be omitted or at least minimal and known and taken into consideration.
In this research, we have investigated the possibilities of using electrophotography, digital printing technique, for the purpose color difference evaluation. We have aimed to preliminary establish to which extend the used printing technique alter the targeted color difference. We have been driven with general recommendations of the IDEAlliance certification program for electrophotography printing technique.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to evaluate the level of reproduction inconsistency which will be directly influenced by the printing technique used, we chose five initial color centre (Xu et al, 2002)(Table 1). Their lightness of samples was varied in the steps of ΔE 0.5, where the changes were made in both directions: by lowering and increasing the value. The smallest color difference from the initial color was 0.5, while the largest was set to be 5. We created one color test chart (Figure 1) with all five colors and all color patches with targeted color difference values. The targeted digital L,a,b data of each color patch were calculated on the basis of expected color difference value ΔE_{ab}, L, a, and b values of five initial color centres and following formulae (Gulrajani, 2010; Fairchild, 2013, Stone et al, n.d.):

\[ \Delta E_{ab} \text{ color difference: } \Delta E_{ab} = \sqrt{[\Delta L^2 + \Delta a^2 + \Delta b^2]} \] (1)

where:
\[ \Delta L = L_1 - L_2, \]
\[ \Delta a = a_1 - a_2, \]
\[ \Delta b = b_1 - b_2, \]
\[ L_1, a_1, b_1 - \text{lightness and chromaticity coordinates of sample 1 (CIE color centre);} \]
\[ L_2, a_2, b_2 - \text{lightness and chromaticity coordinates of sample 2 (targeted color patch).} \]

The L,a,b data were then recalculated to RGB values (CIE D50 standard illuminant and standard 2° observer; 0-1 scale) and used for determination of color patches size of 2x2 cm (sRGB, .tiff format). For this purpose, we employed MATLAB® R2013a. The patches were used for color test chart creation in Adobe® Illustrator® CS6 software. The PDF file for printing was generated according to PDF/X-4 guidelines.

The created color test charts were printed on matte coated 300 g/m² paper using calibrated digital printing machine for XEROX Versant 80 Press (printing technique: electrophotography). According to recommendations for the short term repeatability (Ideaalliance, 2018) three sheets were printed for each sampling time: 0 hour (sheets 1), 1 hour after (sheets 2) and 24 hour after (sheets 3). The measurements were done on each sheet for each patch trice. The average values of 9 color measurements were used for color difference calculation. The colorimetric measurements were performed using Techkon SpectroDens Advanced spectrophotometer (measurement geometry: 0°/45° with respect to CIE D50 standard illuminant and standard 2° observer). Measurement is performed on black, matte backing.

![Figure 1: One part of the generated color test chart (one color - yellow) with expected color differences (from -6 to +6): (-) meaning: lightness value decreasing (+) meaning: lightness value increasing](image)

For calculation of reproduced color difference, we used ΔE_{00} (Stone et al, 2018):

\[ \Delta E_{00} = \sqrt{\left[ (\Delta L'/K_L S_L)^2 + (\Delta C'/K_C S_C)^2 + (\Delta H'/K_H S_H)^2 + R_T (\Delta C'/K_C S_C) (\Delta H'/K_H S_H) \right]} \] (2)

where:
\[ \Delta L' = L_1' - L_2' \]
\[ \Delta C' = C_1' - C_2' \]
\[ \Delta H' = 2(C_1' C_2')^{\frac{1}{2}} \sin(\Delta h'/2) \]
\[ \Delta h' = h_1' - h_2' \]
\[ S_L = 1 + \frac{0.015(\bar{L} - 50)^2}{\sqrt{\bar{L} + (\bar{L} - 50)^2}} \]
\[ S_x = 1 + 0.045C'^7 \]
\[ S_y = 1 + 0.015C'^7T \]
\[ T = 1 - 0.17 \cos(h' - 30°) + \\
 0.24 \cos(2h') + 0.32 \cos(3h' + 60°) + 0.20 \cos(4h' + 63°) \]
\[ R_T = -\sin(2\Delta \theta) R_C \]
\[ \Delta \theta = 30 \exp \left\{ -\left[ (\bar{h'} - 275°) / 25 \right]^2 \right\} \]
\[ R_C = 2 \left( \frac{C'^7}{\sqrt{C'^7 + 25^7}} \right) \]
\[ L' = L^* \]
\[ a' = (1 + G)a^* \]
\[ b' = b^* \]
\[ C'^* = (a'^2 + b'^2)^{1/2} \]
\[ h' = \tan^{-1}(b'/a') \]
\[ G = 0.5 \left( 1 - \frac{C_{ab}^7}{\sqrt{C_{ab}^7 + 25^7}} \right) \]
\[ K_L = 1; \ K_C = 1; \ K_h = 1; \text{ default values.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIE color centre</th>
<th>( L_1 )</th>
<th>( a_1 )</th>
<th>( b_1 )</th>
<th>( C_1 )</th>
<th>( h_{1°} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>44.38</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>43.67</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>56.09</td>
<td>-32.13</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>32.13</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>35.60</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>-30.18</td>
<td>30.56</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>86.65</td>
<td>-6.92</td>
<td>47.15</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short term repeatability was evaluated according to \( \Delta E_{00} \) values computed between all combinations of press sheets: sheets 1 (0 hour) and 2 (1 hour), sheets 1 (0 hour) and 3 (24 hours), and sheets 2 (1 hour) and 3 (24 hours) (Ideaaliance, 2018).

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

On Figure 2a are presented calculated color differences (\( \Delta E_{00} \)) for red color. The straight line represents the ideal color reproduction, theoretically achievable targeted/ reproduced color difference ratio. According to the results, the color differences reproduced on the first and second set of prints exhibited moderate to large discrepancies from targeted values whereas reproduced color differences were of lower value for the whole range. The least deviations were observed on sheets 3 (printed after 24 h). Color difference values calculated for the sheets 1 and sheets 2 are somewhat similar, where the deviations were higher if the targeted color difference value was higher too. On Figure 2b-d are presented absolute differences in lightness and chromaticity coordinates. It can be noticed that the difference in chromaticity values take a share in overall color difference, although initially only lightness value of color patches was changed.

On Figure 3a are presented calculated color differences (\( \Delta E_{00} \)) for green color where the straight line represents the ideal reproduction. It can be seen that the color differences reproduced on all three sets of prints are reflecting smaller discrepancies from targeted values except for the prints 2 and values defined through lightness decrease. On Figure 3b-d are presented absolute differences in lightness and chromaticity coordinates. The difference in chromaticity values take a share in overall color difference, but in much lower range in comparison to the red color.
Figure 2: Red CIE color centre: a) color difference ($\Delta E_{00}$), b) lightness difference (absolute values), c) difference in chromaticity coordinate a (absolute values), d) difference in chromaticity coordinate b (absolute values)

Figure 3: Green CIE color centre: a) color difference ($\Delta E_{00}$), b) lightness difference (absolute values), c) difference in chromaticity coordinate a (absolute values), d) difference in chromaticity coordinate b (absolute values)

On Figure 4a are presented calculated color differences ($\Delta E_{00}$) for blue color which exhibits the same pattern in color differences reproduction as the red color. On Figure 4b-d the one can see the results of the absolute differences in lightness and chromaticity coordinates. It can be noticed that the difference in chromaticity values take a share in overall color difference, but in much lower range in comparison to the red color.
Figure 4: Blue CIE color centre: a) color difference ($\Delta E_{00}$), b) lightness difference (absolute values), c) difference in chromaticity coordinate a (absolute values), d) difference in chromaticity coordinate b (absolute values)

Figure 5: Yellow CIE color centre: a) color difference ($\Delta E_{00}$), b) lightness difference (absolute values), c) difference in chromaticity coordinate a (absolute values), d) difference in chromaticity coordinate b (absolute values)

On Figure 5a are presented calculated color differences ($\Delta E_{00}$) for yellow color. It can be noticed color differences reproduction differs in dependence of sheet set as well as the fact if the lightness value was decreased or increased. The more accurate reproduction is achieved when the lightness value was decreased, especially in the case of sheets 3 (printed after 24 hours). On Figure 5b-d are presented absolute differences in lightness and chromaticity coordinates. It can be noticed that the difference in chromaticity values take a considerable share in overall color difference, especially in the case of chromaticity coordinate b.
Figure 6: Gray CIE color centre: a) color difference ($\Delta E_{00}$), b) lightness difference (absolute values), c) difference in chromaticity coordinate a (absolute values), d) difference in chromaticity coordinate b (absolute values)

On Figure 6a are presented calculated color differences ($\Delta E_{00}$) for gray color which exhibit rather similar reproduction accuracy to yellow CIE color centre. The most accurate reproduction is achieved when the lightness value was decreased. On Figure 6b-d are presented absolute differences in lightness and chromaticity coordinates. It can be seen that the difference in chromaticity values take a rather small part in overall color difference.

Table 2: Coefficient of variation (average value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIE color centre</th>
<th>0 hour</th>
<th>1 hour</th>
<th>24 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2 are presented results of the calculated coefficient of variation for L, a and b color coordinates, for all CIE color centres and all groups of sheets. According to the low coefficient of variation (varying from 0.22% up to 11.48%, in dependence of color and sheet set), it can be stated that the measurement was stable and repeatable throughout all sheets in all three sets. The variation in L value was under 1%, while higher variations were between values of the chromaticity coordinates.

In Table 3 are given results of color difference calculations between sheets 1 (0 hour), 2 (1 hour) and 3 (24 hours). As it was in introduction section highlighted, upper tolerance for the short term repeatability assessment is restricted to color difference value of 3. This request was not fulfilled in case of red, green and yellow CIE color centre and sheet set 1 and 2 in contrast to sheet set 3. The highest deviation was calculated for the yellow color.
The presented research was conducted in order to investigate the possibilities of using electrophotography, digital printing technique, for the purpose of color difference evaluation. The conclusions derived were as follows:

- Presented results have shown that the expected accuracy in color differences reproduction was not obtained in all cases and for all colors used.
- The reproduction accuracy is dependent on whether the color difference was affected by initial variations in color lightness, in positive or negative direction, color itself as well as the time frame in which was printing exhibited (sets 1, 2 and 3).
- The variability in terms of color difference accuracy reproduction was also influenced by changes in chromaticity coordinates which were initially left unchanged. Their variations are assumably influenced by electrophotographic printing process. This is especially noticeable in the case of yellow color.
- In the case of three CIE color centres (yellow, red and green), the color difference value requested for successful short term repeatability was not achieved, although color difference between sheets 1 and sheets 2 were exceptional (less than 1). For yellow color, the highest deviation from the upper bound of tolerance was exhibited.
- Generally, the size of the initially defined color difference and the accuracy of reproduction is in inverse correlation.
- According to the coefficient of variation values, it can be stated that the measurement was stable and repeatable throughout the experiment thus did not influence the parameters used to evaluate reproduction accuracy or short term repeatability.
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